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Synopsis
3 individual but intertwined stories in which 
devout Beiruti muslims try to manage their 
love lives and desires without breaking 
any of their religion’s rules.
awatef, middle aged mom of two girls, is 
recruiting a second wife to help her satisfy 
her overly loving husband. 
the young and excessively jealous mokhtar 
needs to find his ex-wife another man to be 
able to marry her again - for the 4th time.
Loubna, freshly divorced, can finally marry 
her true love, but on a short-term contract 
only since he has a family.



september 11 changed the world and disturbed the 
west’s consciousness by revealing to them a great new 
threat: Islam. 
this threat had already appeared during the Islamic re-
volution in Iran. today, it emerges as the greatest enemy 
of the west, and its repercussions are ever-increasing. 
political discord with Islamic countries and individual 
groups has prevented the west to view muslims in other 
capacities but potential terrorists 
as for me, I grew up in Lebanon. I left my country du-
ring the great conflicts between the west and Islam. 
since then I have felt the inspiration to share the stories 
I have seen, or heard during my childhood. these are 
stories that are far from the clichéd stories of terrorists, 
weapons, Islamic Jihad, and hate. these stories revolve 
around a single subject: how to experience love, and 
how to manage emotions and desire.
telling stories about this subject matter aims to highlight 
moments in the lives of real and normal people who have 
the natural concern of living love while respecting their 
religion. 
the stories in this film are real and authentic. the cha-
racters are ordinary but they experience real-life events 
that take place on a daily basis. 
I want to capture the humor of these individuals and 
show how they deal with the challenges of faith, desire, 
and love in an Islamic environment. 

 

Director’s Note



THE SPACE, THE PRIVACY AND THE LOOK 
(THE ARTISTIC APPROACH)

are we telling forbidden stories in halal? 
the real answer is “I don’t know”, for the simple reason 
that, it has never been done before.
the film takes place in Beirut which is not only cosmo-
politan and liberal but also heavily Islamic and restrictive 
at the same time. It all depends in which community you 
live, and what are the governing rules there. the streets 
and houses play a major role in the film. the stories could 
not be told properly without them. they must be rooted 
in reality which is the reason why the film was shot exclu-
sively in original locations, never in a studio.
these are stories that look behind the curtain of Islamic 
society, and the design of the film reflects this: things 
are initially not clear to us which is deliberate, as if we 
were looking through a veil but then we lift it which 

might be perceived as voyeuristic: for example a woman 
cannot take off her veil in the presence of a stranger in 
the reality of these places - but in this film the viewer 
has the opportunity to get inside these characters pri-
vate spaces without breaking any intimacy. I did this for 
a reason: don’t we sometimes enjoy peeping at people? 
when we do so, is it the child hidden in us that is doing 
this? and why is this child trying to find out more - be-
cause it wants to learn something about life. I hope the 
audience feels closer to the people on screen whose se-
crets are being revealed. this is exactly how and why 
HALAL LOVE (AND SEX) was made: to unveil what make 
us believe we’re different only to find out that we have 
more in common than we originally thought.



fouladkar was born in Lebanon, studied filmmaking at 
Boston university in the us, and lived for a few years in 
australia before returning to Lebanon, where he teaches 
film at the Lebanese american university in Beirut. 
his thesis short film GOD HAVE MERCY [Kyrie-Eleison] 
won 13 international awards and was a finalist at the 
oscar competition for Best student film. In Lebanon, 
assad presented a weekly radio program on cinema and 
wrote critiques in a national daily newspaper, in addi-
tion to directing some corporate videos and two televi-
sion series before he shot his first feature film WHEN 
MARYAM SPOKE OUT that won major film awards in the 
arab world, europe and the united states. the film was 
Lebanon’s official entry to the academy awards. 
the treatment of HALAL LOVE (AND SEX) was selected 
by open doors of the Locarno film festival. THE CEDAR 
TREE a feature script written by assad was selected to 
the sundance screenwriters’ lab in the us.

Assad Fouladkar
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